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NATIONAL MEDICAL AWARDS

AWARD CATEGORIES

 Lifetime Achievement Award
This prestigious award is given to an individual who has made, and continues to make, an outstanding contribution 
to improving health and healthcare for all South Africans. An individual who has given a productive lifetime of 
distinguished service to medicine. 

 Primary HCP Excellence Award
This award recognises private practice practitioners contributing significantly to improving Primary Health 
Care(PHC) delivery.

 Digital Healthcare Innovation Award
This is awarded to pioneers, innovators and influencers advancing Digital Healthcare in South Africa.

 Community Service Award
This award is given to an organisation, group or individual dedicating their time, skill and expertise to assist 
community advancement by making a positive effect on the health and wellbeing of the community. 

 Health Science Student Award
This award is given to a Health Science student each year for exemplary dedication, commitment and leadership.

 Healthcare Leadership Award
This award recognises organisations, groups or individuals, who exemplifies the qualities of dedicated leadership, 
to inspire impactful solutions within South Africa's healthcare system that positively affect both patients and 
colleagues.

Through the National Medical Awards(NMA), ASAIPA recognizes Primary Healthcare Practitioners 
who exemplify the highest values of volunteerism, community engagement, leadership, inno-

vation and dedication to their profession, community and patients.
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Mariet du Plooy has been serving on SAAA for many years and is actively involved in the coding and 
ethics committee of SAAA.  She has devoted her career to passionately serve the audiology 
community to ensure the building of relationships to medical aid funders. She has been a tremendous 
help in refining of processes to ensure fair remuneration for audiologists. Her absolute dedication 
and commitment to audiology in South Africa, without remuneration and often to the detriment of her 
own private practices is admirable.  I truly believe that she does not receive enough credit for her work.

Mariet du Plooy is a qualified and registered SA Audiologist and Speech Therapist with pre-graduate 
training in pharmaceutical studies.  She has devoted a significant part of her 33-year career to raising 
awareness of the value of audiologists as part of a multi-disciplinary medical service provider team.  
Mariet is a passionate full-time clinical Audiologist and practice owner of Mariet du Plooy Audiologists 
Inc since 1989.  She focusses on helping patients with hearing-, balance-, dizziness and tinnitus 
problems. Patients from various areas in South Africa and Southern Africa have been served from her 
five practices based in Pretoria. She has done extensive, additional international training in 
vestibular- and tinnitus assessment and management.  

She has been actively involved in the training of audiology students and qualified audiologists, with 
specific focus in the areas of diagnostic audiology and vestibular assessment and management.  She 
also provides training and assistance to audiologists and medical funders with regards to ethical coding 
and billing guidelines. Mariet is deeply invested in sustaining an ethos of ethical and good-quality care 
in the profession of Audiology. She has dedicated many years to the development and implementation 
of a comprehensive audiology procedure coding list. She pioneered the crosswalk coding project with 
the international CPT (Current Procedural Terminology) coding framework. Mariet was awarded in 2008 
with the Best Contribution for RSA Audiology Professionalism – First recipient, SAAA award and was also 
awarded with the SAAA Life Membership Award in 2017.
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Dr René Hornby has pioneered the provision of recorded speech material for speech audiometry in 
South Africa, by arranging, recording and distributing seven affordable recorded tests of a high quality, 
with South African accents, including speech in noise testing, as well as Afrikaans and English content.  
She also developed, standardized and recorded the first Afrikaans Phonetically Balanced Wordlists 
(FVEWA). Dr Hornby provides training and support to audiologists to assist them with the correct setup 
and scoring, thus improving clinical speech audiometry best practices across South Africa.

Dr. René Hornby obtained her Degree in Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology at the University 
Pretoria in 1993.  She received her Remedial Teaching Diploma at Rand University in the year 1996 and 
obtained her Masters Degree in Communication Pathology at the University of Pretoria in 2003.  Her 
eagerness to utilize her knowledge continued as she obtained her AuD Degree in 2013 at the AT Still 
University Health Science Department of Arizona.  Dr. René Hornby is an owner of a private practice in 
Pretoria since 1999 up to date.  She has a passion to educate the community and provide assistance 
and service at retirement homes.  She is also a part-time lecturer at the University of Pretoria and the 
University of Limpopo and also present at various conferences and seminars.
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Most recently Sakhile has been hard at work in his community and has been involved in Educating the 
public about infection control measures to be used at home in light of COVID-19. Sakhile is a member 
of the Committee for infection control and prevention at his hospital. Their role is to identify risks at 
the hospital that could cause staff members to be infected with COVID-19 19 or any other infectious 
diseases. Sakhile has stepped up on light of COVID-19 to assist his colleagues and his community in 
providing guidance and education on infection control. 

Sakhile Nkosi holds a Bachelor of Communication Pathology with a specialization in Audiology at the 
University of Pretoria. He feathered his studies and was awarded a certification in Vestibular 
Rehabilitation Therapy (VRT) from the American Institute of Balance (AIB). Sakhile started his career as 
an audiologist in the public sector in 2017 as a community service officer audiologist and remained in 
the public sector to date. He served in various leadership positions within his profession such as public 
health sector representative of the South African Association of Audiologists (SAAA), Ethics & Standards 
Committee (SAAA), IDA institute (Steering committee member), The Audiology project- South African 
Cohort leader  (TAP) and infection and prevention control committee.  

During the COVID-19 19 pandemic, Sakhile was a dedicated content contributor for Sikhaba iCovid-19 
initiative, a platform raising awareness about covid19 to the general public. 

In 2019, Sakhile was awarded the integrity icon award by the accountability lab, South Africa, titled 
integrity icon with "courage", which reflects his journey in the public sector.
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Lilanie de Jager’s character and actions can be best defined by Martin Luther King’s quote “not 
everybody can be famous, but everybody can be great because greatness Is determined by service”.  
Lilanie has been an audiologist in clinical practice for many years.  Her contribution in the public sector 
thus far is devoting her knowledge and time to teach young clinicians.  She has the ability to help 
newly qualified clinicians to translate knowledge and contextualize it in the public sector thus 
improving service delivery.  She mentored many audiologists in the province who are now confident 
and able to render services independently and the same audiologists, are able to impart the same 
knowledge to newly qualified professionals who find it hard to transition from higher education to 
render services in the public sector. 

Lilanie de Jager studied BSc Biological Sciences, early discovering that she wants to become a doctor. 
She worked a gap year as a secretary at an Audiology practice and developed her passion for Audiology.
She continued with her studies at the University at Pretoria in B.Communication Pathology.  Lelanie has 
a passion for community adding a positive contribution through her community service at Rob Ferreira 
Hospital in Nelspruit, where she is currently working.  Her work entails Speech therapy and Audiology.
Lelanie believes that if you do daily what you are called to do, the world will become a better place. 
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Amanda is a very diligent and passionate audiologist who devoted most of her career serving in the 
public sector. She served in tertiary and district hospitals in various provinces.  Her contribution in the 
public sector is ensuring adequate adult aural rehabilitation services.  Her experience with adults living 
with hearing impairment such as understanding the challenges that they are facing which are, to name 
a few, social exclusion, communication barriers, vocational barriers and self-esteem issues has led her 
to establish an adult aural rehabilitation group where she practically journeys with the patients until 
they reach independency.  Her patient-centred approach to service delivery yields better outcomes in 
patient quality of life.  Amanda is currently pursuing a scientific research in the public sector space and 
the research is looking into quality of life in patients who acquired hearing loss post MDR-TB exposure

Amanda Thusi was born in KwaZulu-Natal.  She is an Audiologist employed in the public service sector 
for the past five years.  Amanda was previously employed by the Gauteng Department of Health at 
Chris Hani Baragwanath Academic hospital and moved to the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Health in 
August 2020 where she is currently employed by Northdale Hospital.  Amanda obtained her Bachelor of 
Communication Pathology in Audiology at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in 2014.  She completed her 
Master’s Degree in November 2020 which she conducted as a research study looking into quality of life 
of adults who had acquired a permanent hearing loss following the administration of Aminoglycoside 
drugs in the treatment of MDR-TB.  Amanda is passionate about improving quality of life of individuals 
who present with disabilities and those diagnosed will all degrees of hearing loss.  She believes in going 
above and beyond for those she serves. 
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Ruth is a final year audiology student at the University of Pretoria. She started a Non-Profit Organisation 
in 2018 (2nd year of University) called “Faith Ears” –When hearing is more than just sound. Her projects 
involve upcycling of teddybears / soft toys and old broken and dummy hearing aids. These hearing aids 
are sown onto the soft toys and the soft toys are distributed. These soft toys are referred to as ‘hope 
teddies`. The goal is to eradicate the negative connotations of hearing aids in society that hearing aid 
users have to face, and in doing so they hope to give them newfound confidence.

“This to me is a fantastic way of creating awareness around hearing and normalising hearing aids – 
which I feel we still have a long road ahead. Some of their future plans is create a range of products to 
help reduce the negative stigma behind people with hearing disabilities and the use of hearing devices”.
Her hope is that every child in South Africa who is fitted with a hearing device, could be given, or have 
the opportunity to buy a Hope Teddy. An unknown author said it best,” We all need someone to talk 
to, someone who listens and someone who understands” and hopefully a Hope Teddy can be that, for 
the children who are feeling alone or isolated. Hope teddies won’t take away the challenges faced by 
children with hearing difficulties, but if they can put a smile on their face, even for just a moment, all 
the effort will be worthwhile! 

Ruth`s dream is to be able to start selling Hope teddies not only to Audiologists around the country, but 
also to toys stores, in order to raise money to fund cochlear implant surgery for children who can't 
afford it.  She is currently in the process of trying to start a non-profit organisation called Faith Ears, 
which will help me to increase the amount of children who can benefit from the Hope Teddy initiative. 
These small acts of kindness have gone a long way.  She believes that at the end of the day, it is not what 
we do for ourselves but what we do to help others, that really makes the difference. 



ASSOCIATIONS

SPONSORS

Our sincere thanks and appreciation goes to our partner 
Associations and Sponsors

PLATINUM SPONSOR
At Cipla, we are not mere manufacturers of medication. What we make are memories. Memories 
that may not have been there to be remembered, had a life not been lived. We make people 

better and we save lives. That’s why we don’t have a strategy, we have a cause. We don’t have a 
vision statement, we have vision. Some call it human care, we call it ‘Caring For life’. 

www.cipla.co.za

SILVER SPONSOR
Discovery Health is the leading medical scheme administrator in South Africa, providing 

administration and managed care services to over 3.3 million beneficiaries.

www.discovery.co.za


